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new and difficult problems to solve as to allowances for house-
keeping and for clothes ; demands for the expulsion of less
legitimate spouses, and fears of being the victims of jealousy or
spite—or the right to have a second lady's maid or at least the
wages of the first—and often another Princess having learned of
the visit of the first turned up to tell the other side of the story.
The Maharajah was away on a pilgrimage so I did not see him,
but I was invited to a tennis party and tea given by the Maharani.
The whole English colony of Imphal, consisting of about fifteen
persons, was present and we spent a very pleasant afternoon.
The Maharani who was in national dress spoke English and was
affable and a little shy. The daughters, one a young married
woman, the other a very attractive sturdy girl of fifteen or
sixteen, helped their mother to entertain the guests. This
second girl, dressed in European clothes, which by the way suited
her remarkably well, was a revelation in the local Hindu world—
an energetic young sportswoman, her occupations including,
she told me, cricket. Tea was served in a pavilion overlooking
the tennis courts for no one except Hindus can cross the precincts
of the Palace without polluting it. Even to touch the walls
would necessitate partial demolition and reconstruction of the
part affected, so rigidly religious are the Manipuris, The Court
and country are priest-ridden and the Family Idol who resides in
an adjoining temple is drastic in the orders that he is supposed
to give to the priests, which they in turn hand on. Even the
few receptions, all held outside the building of the Palace, which
the Maharajah and Maharani give to the English officials, have
to be purged by ablutions and ceremonies, by prayers and the
payment of fines.
I know of few places where there are more delightful walks
than in the outskirts of Imphal. There are no streets, as we
understand streets, but long shady avenues and wide lanes lead
away to the very attractive suburbs. Hedges of bamboo enclose
fruit gardens and screen the simple houses, seldom constructed
of any material more solid than bamboo and wood and matting
with a coating of mortar on the outside. These buildings, with
their thatch roofs and their visible timbers, have a strange
resemblance to Elizabethan farmhouses. Away in the suburbs
are wide open spaces and big ponds, which swarm with wild duck.
It was the habit of some young English officers to resort to
one of these " tanks " to shoot but their action was not approved
by the neighbouring native residents and a formal protest was
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